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Abstract. The advent of Cloud computing has created numerous significant 
challenges with regard to manipulation of data and especially personal data in 
cases of Clouds and federated Clouds. Existing legislation currently creates 
constraints and boundaries in the free usage of external Cloud providers. The 
aim of this paper is to provide a schema definition and usage mechanism 
(CPDS) that includes various levels of legal information that is necessary for 
automating the process of Cloud provider selection and data outsourcing.  Thus 
the aforementioned constraints may be checked in an automated and machine 
understandable fashion and fully harvest the potential that is created by ad-
vances in Cloud computing like dynamic federation. In this direction, legal gaps 
and necessary actions are identified so that the automation avoids manual and 
bureaucratic steps that are necessary at the moment. 

Keywords: Cloud computing, legal issues, personal data, data management, 
Cloud federation.  

1 Introduction 

With the advent of Cloud computing, new challenges have arisen with regard to the 
handling of personal data in infrastructures that are not under the direct control of 
either the end users or the application service providers, when using externalized in-
frastructure services from the IaaS/PaaS layer. This lack of control creates threats 
with regard to data accountability and legal action, especially with regard to current 
legislation[1]. 

On the other hand, the significant advantages of Cloud computing, like high avail-
ability, seemingly infinite resources, federation capabilities for exploiting multiple 
IaaS providers and pay-per-use business models are very intriguing for the business 
aspects of applications dealing with personal data. However, the “iron curtain” that 
lays in front of these providers with regard to how they manage their infrastructures 
(and is dictated by their business needs and confidentiality) hinders the available in-
formation that may be exposed and could alleviate the legal fears when it comes to 
personal data management.  
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For this reason, an intermediate solution should be found, that can expose critical 
legal information of the IaaS provider capabilities in order to meet legal constraints, 
while on the other hand not force the latter to share sensitive information regarding 
their infrastructure. This information should then be used in order to automate the 
negotiation process between the SP (Service Provider-the entity that is responsible for 
finding a suitable cloud resource and deploying the application service) and the IaaS 
provider (IP), or between IaaS providers in the case of dynamic cloud federation (case 
of resource sharing between IaaS providers). The aim of this paper is to provide such 
an XML-based definition of needed information and its usage in a dynamic multi-
cloud utilization scenario, in order to bridge the gap between legal compliance and 
dynamic business models. The main triggering factor for this work is the OPTIMIS 
project’s deployment and usage scenarios [13], that include federated and multi-cloud 
operations that may encounter legal boundaries and constraints [2]. 

The paper proceeds with introducing related work in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the 
main OPTIMIS deployment scenario is portrayed along with the legal constraints that 
prohibit its full potential. The structure of the necessary XML schema and mechanism 
is presented in Chapter 4 while its usage in an automated environment is portrayed in 
Chapter 5. The identified legal gaps that are necessary to complete the automation of 
the process in the mentioned scenarios are described in Chapter 6 while Chapter 7 
concludes the paper. 

2 Related Work 

Legal implications and fears from the usage of Cloud computing have been  
highlighted in numerous research efforts. For example, the issue of losing control 
over data and the risks or concerns that this involves is highlighted in [3], as an aspect 
that is or will slow down the proliferation of Cloud usage. Jurisdictional issues, ac-
countability and compliance are also critical in [4], and the usage of XML-based de-
scriptions for legal text and rules has been taken under consideration, mainly in the 
SLA creation but not IP selection. In this interesting work, also the role of an inter-
mediate third party trusted instance is considered, for the validation of auditing 
processes for example. LegalXML is an interesting attempt towards machine unders-
tandable contracts and terms, from which the following more interesting initiateves 
may be identified. LegalDocML[22] is a modeling language aiming at overcoming 
differences in XML-defined legal terms between different standards. LegalRu-
leML[23] is an ongoing effort to standardize legal rules and reasoning, while Le-
galXML eContracts is a recommendation towards standardized contract structures 
from a legal point of view. The latter may be used in conjunction to our work for 
describing for example the Standard Contractual Clauses. This family of recommen-
dations may be valuable from an expression point of view, however it does not focus 
on provider selection. 

On the other hand, IT scientists have devoted a lot of time and effort in order to en-
able from a technical point of view flexible and dynamic management [6] and sharing 
of resources between different Cloud providers in order to meet demand peaks,  
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minimize cost [20] or achieve higher availability (through multi-site placement) [20].  
The federated aspects of Cloud computing model are considered capable to create 
immense potential as they offer significant performance gains as regards to response 
time and cost saving under dynamic workload scenarios [7]. 

3 OPTIMIS Federation Scenarios and Legal Constraints 

In the OPTIMIS ecosystem [13], the Service Provider (SP) is an entity that needs to 
find a suitable Infrastructure Provider (IP) in order to deploy the application develop-
er’s service. In this operation, it must also meet the constraints set by the latter in the 
service level agreement that relate to the legal issues [14]. Furthermore, during opera-
tion, the IP may use external resources from other IPs in federated cloud scenarios, 
for various reasons such as cost minimization, risk management and avoidance of 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) failures due to overprovisioning. However, in that 
case the initial IP is assigned the role of assuring the legal aspects of data manage-
ment by the federated resources. One of the most critical outcomes [11] is the deter-
mination of data location. The one who determines where the data are stored (in gen-
eral this role is described as the Data Controller) is responsible in the end for meeting 
the legal requirements for data management manipulation. If the Data Controller de-
cides to move the data to another provider, it must ensure that the proper agreements 
are in place prior to the federation. These agreements in the legal plane are summa-
rized in the following cases: 

- Binding Corporate Rules[8]: these refer to intra-company procedures (so in our 
case they apply to the case of a company located in Europe that wants to federate to 
its affiliate data center in e.g. Asia) for reassuring proper technical measures when it 
comes to data manipulation. 

-Standard Contractual Clauses: these refer to inter-company agreements, with re-
gard to how data are treated during the manipulation by the target federated provider. 
While these clauses have been formalized by the EU [15], their final form (that dic-
tates the agreement between the home European IP and the target foreign IP) is sub-
ject to the agreement and/or possible modification from the involved IP parties. 

-Intellectual Property rights: these refer to the ownership of the produced data from 
the utilization of a service offered by the IP.  

The aforementioned documents (mainly the BCR and SCC) in order to be valid must 
be certified by the Data Protection Authority of the EU country of the originating (or 
home) IP. At the moment there is no automated way for performing the necessary 
legal checks so that the EU IP can on the fly check the legal compliance of the fede-
rated (external) IP. These checks may include the location of the federated IP, its 
security protocols and certifications, its main legal documents compatibility, such as 
the BCR, SCC and IPR declarations, with the EU law. If the target provider is located 
in the EU/EEA or the compatible countries [9], then the federation may be performed 
with minimal interventions. However if the IP is located in countries outside this list, 
then the federation cannot proceed if these legal checks are not in place. Thus it is 
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limiting the applicability of the federated scenarios to providers from the “white list” 
or includes the need for manual bureaucratic procedures prior to the federation. 

Other requirements include the security from data loss, which is mainly reflected in 
data replication or multi-site placement techniques, and data encryption both at rest 
and during transfer. However these aspects are generally met in current technical 
solutions anyhow, due to well-established and pre-existing non-functional require-
ments of IT systems. 

The complete scenario of this process appears in Fig. 1. In the OPTIMIS case, with 
different roles in different scenarios, we can predict that this role will be spread 
around multiple levels (SPs, IPs, federated IPs). However the main responsible is 
regarded the IP, since it receives the legal constraints and must act according to them. 
The home IP located in the UK may select from a variety of providers located in the 
EU/EEA and compatible countries. However they cannot exploit offerings from third 
countries, before the legal documents are certified by the respective DPA of the origi-
nating EU country. This certification process depends on each DPA and in many  
cases needs manual submission of the legal texts and validation. 

4 Cloud Provider Description Schema Structure 

In order to mitigate this effect and be able to have increased flexibility with regard to 
federation decisions, a suitable declaration procedure must be in place in order to 
implement this legal framework. In our case, this was decided to be implemented 
through a suitable XML schema structure, namely the Cloud Provider Description 
Schema (CPDS), that an IP should complete with its own information and make pub-
lic, in order to be used during the selection process. Then the SP (or the IP when it is 
acting as an SP in the federated scenario) at every interaction should request this in-
formation, in order to filter the ones that do not meet the requirements. The informa-
tion that needs to be included in such a description is detailed in the following  
paragraphs. 

As a first step, the IPs must implement a way of declaring the locations of their da-
ta centers in terms of country of establishment. This location information may be the 
most critical, but it is only a part of the information that may be exposed by an IP 
regarding either legal information or in general capabilities information that is not 
confidential. These data must be suitably formatted in a machine understandable way 
so that they can be automatically processed and taken under consideration during a 
provider selection/ranking. The variety of information may include legal information 
(location of data, terms of service, legal notices etc.), security information (supported 
protocols, security services etc.), ecological information (percentage of renewable 
energy used, energy management certifications), resource and data management sup-
port (in terms of SLA guarantees, affinity rules support, available setting of replica-
tion etc.). 

Not all of the above information is necessary in the legal context, but it was de-
cided to be also included in order to explore also other aspects of IP selection (e.g. 
eco-efficiency, which indirectly may be linked to legal obligations deriving from the 
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strategy of the provider for data redundancy. These features may include a maximum 
replication factor, a configurable replication factor capability according to the client 
demands or a multi-site placement feature, which can lead in more reliable data sto-
rage. This is mainly dictated by the legal requirement for protection against data  
loss [19]. 

 

Fig. 2. Overall Structure of CPDS 

• GreenManagementType: The provider must specify at least one element of this 
type, that contains information regarding its green management features per data cen-
ter. The provider may declare different capabilities per data center (Fig. 6), given that 
not all of its infrastructures may be subject to green management, for example be 
equipped with energy generation from renewable sources. The basic subtype (Fig. 7) 
is the DCEcoInfoType, which contains information per DC, regarding the location 
(country, area and ID), the available green certificates (enumerated type consisting of 
the various available certificates) and the percentage of renewable energy produced 
(possibly on an annual average basis). The available certificates (as in all certificate 
types) may be signed by a CertificateAuthorityType, which is a generic type consist-
ing of the authority’s name and digital signature.  
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• ResourceManagementType: The provider must specify one element of this 
type, that contains information regarding its resource provision features per data cen-
ter. These may include the possibility to have affinity rules (a feature that leads to 
optimized placement of interacting VMs), elasticity rules (a feature that leads to better 
self management capabilities) and the type of SLA guarantees (e.g. minimum  
availability)   

 

Fig. 3. Legal Requirements Type 

 

Fig. 4. Security Capabilities Type 

• DCLocations: this element is used by the provider to declare at least one loca-
tion of their data centers. This information is also used at the SP level, for the SP to 
filter out non-eligible locations (legal requirement). This type may include for exam-
ple different locations for each DC, others in legal locations and others not. The final 
selection may take this under consideration, given that providers APIs usually offer a 
way of specifying desired target locations. 

 

Fig. 5. Data Management Type 
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Fig. 6. Green Management Type 

 

Fig. 7. Ecological Info Type 

5 Usage during Runtime and Selection 

The XML description of a provider following the aforementioned template is offered 
in the OPTIMIS platform through a restful GET interface of the Data Manager [12] 
component (getCPdescription). The description can be retrieved by any interested 
party (e.g. SP in initial deployment or the home IP in a federated scenario). Then the 
content of the XML may be directly checked through the checkLegal method in the 
OPTIMIS platform. This method compares the published information with the user 
requirements coming from the OPTIMIS SLA instance (e.g. location of provider, 
encryption capability and strength, eco-efficiency etc.) and concludes if the specific 
provider is eligible for the specific service.  

In order to ensure that the level of information is valid, each field that requires an 
external verification from a certification authority needs to be digitally signed by the 
specific entity. Furthermore, the XML description itself should also be digitally 
signed, so that the requester of the document (in our case the SP or the home IP) may 
validate the content of the description. Furthermore, the caller should also validate 
that the digital signatures internally in the XML refer to the same entity as the provid-
er that declares these capabilities and that the text itself is not altered and it is the 
same as the one submitted offline for validation in the DPA.  This process appears in 
Fig. 8 and is identical in concept to the validation process of websites through  
certification authorities such as Verisign etc.  
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Fig. 8. Runtime Validation of An Infrastructure Provider’s Description Schema 

6 Identified Legal Gaps and Automation Steps 

6.1 Validation of Arbitrary Terms and Conditions  

Besides the improved selection of a provider based on this schema, the most impor-
tant part is the legal section. In this, specific sections have been included like the BCR 
and SCC. These documents are arbitrary for each target company/provider and their 
conditions must be certified by the respective authority of each individual country 
(Data Protection Authority for the case of BCR and SCC) before a provider of this 
country federates to the target provider. This process is also manual in many coun-
tries, implying that before each federation decision for example, an employee of the 
home provider must go through a bureaucratic certification procedure of the target 
provider, bringing the text to the DPA and waiting for the resulting decision, that may 
be issued days afterwards. This of course creates an unrealistic legal framework for 
dynamic on the fly federation scenarios.  

Automation Step 

Thus a necessary automation step is that an EU country’s DPA should act also as a 
certification authority for external providers that wish to be included in such federa-
tion operations. The process of certifying that an external (to EU) provider’s BCR, 
and SCC framework is compatible to EU law should be handled offline between the 
this provider and the DPA and the latter should then act as a digital certification au-
thority (similar to Verisign) and digitally sign the textual descriptions. This key then 
may be included in the specific provider’s CPDI (Cloud Provider Description In-
stance). A provider interested in using the specific target provider for federation may 
then acquire the description and key, validate the key’s correctness and thus acknowl-
edge automatically that this provider is certified with relation to its policies. 

6.2 Variability of IPR Strategies 

The IPR strategies of each IP (or even at higher levels such as PaaS and SaaS) are 
determined by their strategy and potential exploitation/business schemes. However, 
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for the SP and the end user this is a very significant issue, if it affects their own ex-
ploitation or legal framework of operation, when choosing the Cloud provider. An 
example of this is the Google Docs Terms of Service, which specifies that: “When 
you upload or otherwise submit content to our Services, you give Google (and those 
we work with) a worldwide license to use, host, store, reproduce, modify, create de-
rivative works (such as those resulting from translations, adaptations or other changes 
we make so that your content works better with our Services), communicate, publish, 
publicly perform, publicly display and distribute such content. The rights you grant in 
this license are for the limited purpose of operating, promoting, and improving our 
Services, and to develop new ones.”[17].. This may be against an exploitation scheme 
by the end user (and document producer) that includes confidentiality (such as a 
product design/documentation) and/or royalties for the material (e.g. book).  Given 
that the terms and conditions for using services is in many cases arbitrary and based 
on company policy, their compliance validation in an automated framework means 
that they must be somehow grouped in classes and categories. 

Automation Step 

The categorization of IPR policies in predefined classes and the standardization of the 
latter create a suitable framework for automating the compatibility process between 
an end user and the provider. This would in essence be similar to the licensing 
schemes for software (GPL, BSD, Apache etc. licenses) and could also be accompa-
nied with a rule-based decision framework that may examine cases of different 
classes compatibility (like in the case of [14] for licensing or even simpler approaches 
like an inter-license compatibility list) instead of strict “same class” comparison . 

7 Conclusions 

Dynamic business strategies (like Cloud federation, combination of private/public 
Clouds etc) that have emerged during the last years due to the technological break-
throughs in Cloud computing have created a number of issues with regard to the legal 
implications of data management for the application services.  

In this paper, an effort to model these requirements in the form of a suitable de-
scription schema that the Cloud providers must complete and publish is portrayed, 
that may be used in an automated fashion during a legal check prior to the selection of 
a specific Cloud provider. The type of content regards information that normally is 
publicly available and/or can be found through relevant documentation. The content 

Towards this direction, relevant legal and procedural gaps have been identified and 
corrective actions have been proposed (DPAs as certification authorities, IPR classes 
standardization need) in order to mitigate this problem and thus enable the usage of 
Cloud computing even in cases that involve personal data manipulation in dynamic 
and complex federation scenarios.  DPAs acting as CAs may seem difficult, however 
this is a standard practice when it comes to internet certification and security. 

For the future, we aim at enriching the XML schema with more details (e.g. by in-
corporating it in existing modeling approaches covering functional characteristics of 
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providers like PIM4CLOUD [18]) but also extending the legal checks implementation 
with the digital signature validation process.    
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